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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Generation  of manifold  mesh  is  an urgent  issue  in mathematical  simulations  of  biomolecule  using
boundary  element  methods  (BEM)  or finite  element  method  (FEM).  Defects,  such  as  not  closed  mesh,
intersection  of  elements  and  missing  of  small  structures,  exist  in  surface  meshes  generated  by most  of
the current  meshing  method.  Usually  the  molecular  surface  meshes  produced  by existing  methods  need
to be  revised  carefully  by third  party  software  to ensure  the  surface  represents  a continuous  manifold
before  being  used  in a  BEM  and  FEM  calculations.  Based  on  the  trace  technique  proposed  in  our  previous
olecular surface meshing
aussian surface
umerical simulation

work  [1],  in this  paper,  we present  an  improved  meshing  method  to  avoid  intersections  and  preserve  the
topology  of the molecular  Gaussian  surface.  The  new  method  divides  the  whole  Gaussian  surface  into
single  valued  pieces  along  each  of  x,  y, z directions  by  tracing  the extreme  points  along  the  fold  curves
on  the  surface.  Numerical  test  results  show  that  the  surface  meshes  produced  by the  new  method  are
manifolds  and  preserve  surface  topologies.  The  result  surface  mesh  can  also  be  directly  used  in surface
conforming  volume  mesh  generation  for FEM  type  simulation.
. Introduction

A  variety of problems in computational structural biology
equire molecular surface meshes, such as in surface property visu-
lization of a biomolecule, docking and certain implicit solvent
odelling. In implicit-solvent simulations, high-quality surface
eshes are critical for BEM and FEM type approaches to produce

onvergent and reasonable results. Recent developments of fast
lgorithms in this field make molecular surface mesh generation for
arge biomolecules with good qualities become a more urgent issue
han the mesh generations only for the purposes of visualization or
ome structural geometry analysis [2].  Especially in mathematical
odelling, good quality is usually needed to be guaranteed. Evinc-

ng the properties of a continuous manifold is one desirable feature
f a high-quality mesh. A surface is a manifold if each point has a
eighborhood homeomorphic to a disk in the real plane. Meshing

 manifold surface should also produce a manifold mesh. Here, a
anifold mesh means that the surface formed by all the elements
f the mesh is also a manifold. Some examples of common mesh
tructures that are incompatible with the manifold definition are
hown in Fig. 1.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 10 62626492; fax: +86 10 62542285.
∗∗ Co-corresponding author.
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Various definitions of molecular surface exist, including the
van der Waals surface, solvent accessible surface (SAS) [3],  sol-
vent excluded surface (SES) [4],  molecular skin surface [5,6] and
Gaussian surface, etc.

For SAS and SES computations, the representative methods are
as follows. Connolly’s method is the pioneer work on calculating
the molecular surface and SAS analytically [7,8]. In 1995, a popular
program, GRASP, for visualizing molecular surfaces was  presented
[9]. An algorithm named SMART for representing SAS as a smooth
triangulated manifold was proposed by Zahar [10]. Sanner et al.
presented a tool based on  ̨ shapes [11], named MSMS, for mesh-
ing the SES [12]. In 1997, Vorobjev et al. proposed SIMS, a method of
calculating a smooth invariant molecular dot surface, in which an
exact method for removing self-intersecting parts and smoothing
the singular regions of the SES was presented [13]. Ryu et al. pro-
posed a method based on Beta-shapes, which is a generalization of
alpha shapes [14]. Can et al. proposed LSMS to generate the SES on
grid points using level-set methods [15].

For Skin surface, Chavent et al. presented MetaMtal to visual-
ize the molecular skin surface using ray-casting method [16], and
Cheng et al. used restricted union of balls to generate mesh for
molecular skin surface [17].

For the Gaussian surface, existing techniques for triangulating

implicit surface can be used to mesh the Gaussian surface. These
methods are divided into two main categories: spatial partition and
continuation methods. The well known marching cubes method
[18] and dual contouring method [19] are examples of the spatial

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmgm.2012.09.006
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10933263
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/JMGM
mailto:chenmx@gmail.com
mailto:tubin@lsec.cc.ac.cn
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dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmgm.2012.09.006
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Fig. 1. Some examples of non-manifold meshes. In (a), the red point f is an isolated vertex in the mesh. In (b), the edge a − o is shared by three triangles in the mesh. In (c),
triangle  a − o − c is an abundant face in the mesh. In (d), triangle b − o − c is missed in the mesh. In (e), intersecting triangle pairs occur in the mesh. In (f), the point o is shared
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artition methods. These methods divide three dimensional space
nto cells and assume an underlying continuous function to define
he surface, typically derived from a spatial density. Polygonal faces
pproximating the surface are generated at appropriate cells by
xamining the signature of the signs of the function at the corners
f each cell. It is assumed that the underlying function is approxi-
ately linear in each cell. In 2006, Zhang et al. used a modified dual

ontouring method to generate mesh for biomolecular structures
20]. The continuation methods [21–23] are of another category.
hese methods mesh the implicit surface by growing current
olygonization’s border through adding new vertices. The quality
f mesh triangles is well controlled in these meshing processes,
ut techniques for avoiding overlaps, filling the gap between
djacent branches and selecting proper initial triangles are
equired.

Recently, we have proposed a method, named TMSmesh, for tri-
ngular meshing of the Gaussian surface [1].  The trace technique
hich is a generalization of predictor-corrector technique is used

n TMSmesh to connect sampled surface points. In TMSmesh, there
re no problems of overlapping, gap filling, and selecting initial
eeds that need to be considered compared with traditional con-
inuation methods, because the Gaussian surface is polygonized
y connecting presampled surface points. TMSmesh is capable of
nishing meshing Gaussian surface for biomolecules consisting
f more than one million atoms with grid space of 1 Å within
0 min  on a typical 2010 PC, and the mesh quality is shown
o be adequate for BEM simulations of bimolecular electrostat-
cs.

But one issue is that defects commonly exist in the meshes gen-
rated by existing methods, including TMSmesh. Here we  classify
he defects into two main categories. The first is that the molec-
lar surface mesh is not a manifold. This kind of defects leads
o problems in BEM and FEM type simulations of biomolecules.
or example, the computational results produced by BEM are not
easonable around these defective places and the volume mesh
eneration conforming to the surface always fails due to these

efects. The second category is that the topology of a surface mesh is
ot exactly consistent with the original surface topology, for exam-
le some small structures like holes and tunnels smaller than grid
paces are missed. The second kind of defect often causes the first
nd, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

kind of defect (see (a) and (b) in Fig. 2). The topology defect is also
a problem for adaptive meshing strategy for the molecular surface,
because the topology of a mesh at the fine level may  be found to be
not consistent with that at the coarse level (see (a) and (c) in Fig. 2).
To avoid these defects of surface meshes, an improved version of
TMSmesh is proposed in this paper by introducing a technique
of dividing the whole Gaussian surface into single valued patches
along each of x, y, z directions through tracing the extreme points
along the fold curves. Each single value patch is easily decomposed
into non-intersecting triangles with standard polygon triangula-
tion methods as shown in [24]. Moreover, tracing the additional
extreme points facilitates finding of surface structures such as holes
and tunnels smaller than the grid spacing.

This paper is organized as follows. We  present our improved
method for meshing the Gaussian surface in Section 2. Some exam-
ples, analyses and applications are presented in the Section 3. The
final section, Conclusion, gives some concluding remarks.

2. Method

Before introducing the new method, we  briefly review main
points of our previous methods in TMSmesh to help connect to
our improved method. The technical details of TMSmesh can be
referred to [1].

2.1. Previous algorithms in TMSmesh

TMSmesh is designed for meshing the molecular Gaussian sur-
face. The Gaussian surface is defined as a level set of the summation
of the Gaussian kernel functions as follows:

{�x ∈ R
3, �(�x) = t0}, (1)

where

�(�x) =
N∑

e−d(||�x−�ci ||2/ri−1), (2)
i=1

the parameter d is positive and controls the decay speed of the
kernel functions, �ci and ri are the location and radius of atom i. In
this work, the value of d and t0 are set as 0.5 and 1, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Three possibly generated meshes of a same surface with a hole are illustrated.
(a)  Shows a triangulated manifold in which the hole is correctly presented. (b) Shows
a  non-manifold mesh of the same surface in which the neighborhood of each red
vertex is not homeomorphic to a disk. The hole is collapsed in (b) due to that the
green vertices in (a) are missed in (b). (c) Shows a mesh missing the hole of the
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urface. The green and red vertices in (a) are missed, due to that grid space is coarser
han that of the mesh in (a). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
egend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

ompared with other definitions of molecular surface, Gaussian
urface is smooth and the surface properties, such as the Gauss-
an and mean curvatures, can be easily computed [25]. The VDW
urface, SAS and SES can be approximated well by the Gaussian sur-
ace with proper parameter selection [25,26]. The Gaussian surface
as been widely used in many problems in computational biology,
uch as docking problem [27], molecular shape comparison [28],
alculating SAS area [29] and the generalized Born models [30].

TMSmesh contains two main steps. The first step is to compute
he intersecting points between the molecular Gaussian surface
nd the lines parallel to x-axis. In this step, the molecule is placed in

 three-dimensional orthogonal grid. The upper and lower bounds
n each box of the implicit function �(x) is estimated in order
o rule out the boxes having no surface points. In the remaining
ubes, the intersect points between the surface and the lines
arallel to x-axis are found through root finding algorithms. In the

econd step, the sampled surface points are connected through
wo algorithms to form loops, because the whole closed manifold
urface can be decomposed into a collection of pieces enclosed by
oops on the surface. The first is the trace step which connects two
cs and Modelling 38 (2012) 411–418 413

adjacent topological connected surface points on the lines parallel
to x-axis. In the trace step the predictor-corrector method is used
to generate the next corrected surface point from the current one,
and the topology connection is confirmed by checking the continu-
ity between the corrected and the current points. If the continuity
is not fulfilled, we  restart the predictor-corrector from the current
point with a smaller step size. During this trace process, some
extreme point along  ̨ direction (  ̨ ∈ {x, y, z}) in the surface, i.e. the

point �x0 satisfying ∂�(�x)
∂˛

|�x=�x0
= 0 and �(�x0) = t0, is also found by

checking the sign change of ∂�(�x)
∂˛

on the traced path. These extreme
points form an extreme point list. The trace processes need to be
done in both x − y and y − z planes to complete the construction of
surface patches. The second algorithm gives the sequence of the
trace steps on xy and xz planes to ensure the connected surface
points on lines parallel to x-axis forming loops on the surface. With
these two  algorithms, all the sampled surface points are connected
and formed close loops on surface. These loops are treated as
polygons on the surface in TMSmesh. When the distances between
the lines parallel to x-axis, i.e. the grid spaces, are small enough, the
patches enclosed by the loops are mostly likely single valued pieces.
But patches enclosed by the loops may  contain holes and tunnels,
and in the step of triangulating the patch, these holes or tunnels
may  be missed. In addition, intersections may  occur. In these cases,
we found the patches are always non-single valued patches along
at least one of x, y, z directions. The non-single valued patches cause
difficulties to generating triangulated manifold and preserving
the topology of the surface. Even the grid space is very small the
above problems can not be avoided completely. So we proposed
the following improved method to dissect each patch enclosed by
loop into single valued pieces in x, y, z directions further.

2.2. An improved method

Compare with the old version of TMSmesh, in the new method,
the tracing technique is not only used to connect the sampled inter-
secting points between the surface and parallel lines but also to
connect extreme points along the fold curves formed by extreme
points on the surface. The fold curves for x, y, z directions are defined
as follows.

{�x ∈ R
3, �(�x) = t0,

∂�(�x)
∂˛

= 0},  ̨ ∈ {x, y, z}. (3)

The Gaussian surface defined in Eq. (1) is folded at these fold
curves for x, y, z directions. Cutting the Gaussian surface along these
fold curves ensures the resulted pieces are single valued on x, y,
z directions. Then, these pieces can be easily triangulated through
standard triangulation algorithms. Moreover, tracing along the fold
curves also help find the missed small surface structures, such as
tunnels and holes smaller than grid space, since these small struc-
tures also fold at these curves. For instance, in Fig. 3, the red curves
may  indicate existence of a half hole and the hole will be found
by this technique. We  will introduce the algorithm as follows (see
Algorithm 1 and Fig. 3). Without loss of generality, suppose we have
the initial extreme point �x∗

0 = (x∗
0, y∗

0, z1) in the extreme point list
found by previous trace algorithm in old version of TMSmesh [1]
on the plane:{

z = z1

y0 < y < y1
(4)

satisfying
⎨
⎩

�(�x∗
0) = t0

∂�(�x∗
0)

∂x
= 0

, (5)
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Fig. 3. An example of connecting surface extreme points along the fold curves use Algorithm 1. The red curves are fold curves. The black curves form a close loop on the
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urface.  The surface patch enclosed by the black loop is not single valued along x, y
urves.  (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reade

here y0, y1, z0, z1 are y-coordinates and z-coordinates of four
djacent lines parallel to x-axis. Algorithm 1 is used to find the
onnected extreme point of �x∗

0 that is the intersection point
etween the fold curve

�x ∈ R
3, �(�x) = t0,

∂�(�x)
∂x

= 0}. (6)

and one of the following four planes:

y = y0

z0 < z < z1

,

{
y = y1

z0 < z < z1

,

{
z = z0

y0 < y < y1

,

{
z = z1

y0 < y < y1

. (7)

lgorithm 1. Tracing step for connecting the extreme points
Input: Initial step size h1 and initial extreme point �x∗

0 = (x∗
0, y∗

0, z1) on the
surface. The y-coordinates and z-coordinates of four adjacent lines, y0, y1

and z0, z1. User defined small positive value ε and the bound for the cosine
value ı (0 < ı < 1).

Step 1, initialize h2 = h1 and �x∗
0 = (x∗

0, y∗
0, z1).

Step 2, let �x∗
1 = �x∗

0 + h2sig · �T , where �T is the tangent direction of the fold curve
(Eq.  (6)) at �x∗

0, and
�T  = (�zx(�x∗

0)�y(�x∗
0) − �yx(�x∗

0)�z(�x∗
0), −�xx(�x∗

0)�z(�x∗
0), −�xx(�x∗

0)�y(�x∗
0)) (here �x

means partial derivative of � with respect to x), sig is the sign of

−�xx(�x∗

0)�y(�x∗
0) to make the direction of sig · �T toward plane z = z0.

Step 3, use Newton iterations to correct �x∗
1 to the fold curve, i.e., find �x∗

2
satisfying Eq. (6) through taking �x∗

1 as the initial point of Newton iterations

of  solving the nonlinear equation �2
x (�x) + (�(�x) − t0)2 = 0.
ions and it is divided into four single valued pieces along x, y directions by the fold
ferred to the web  version of the article.)

Step 4, if |�˛(�x∗
2)| < ε, �x∗

2 is an extreme point along  ̨ direction,˛ ∈ {y, z}, add it
to  the extreme point list.

Step 5, if cos(∇�(�x∗
0), ∇�(�x∗

2)) < ı (condition �1)
or  (�˛(�x∗

0)�˛(�x∗
2) < 0 and min(|�˛(�x∗

0)|, |�˛(�x∗
2)|) > ε,  ̨ ∈ {y, z})

(condition �2), let h2 = h2/2 and go to step 2.
Step 6, if the line segment between �x∗

0 and �x∗
2 crosses one of the planes in Eq.

(7),  interpolate them to get the intersection point on the plane �x∗
3. Check if �x∗

3
is in the extreme point list, if not, add it to the extreme point list, stop.

Step 7, let �x∗
0 = �x∗

2 and go to step 1.
Output: The first connected surface point �x∗

3 on plane described by one of Eq.
(7),  and the extreme point(s) along y, z directions, if exist.

In step 2 of Algorithm 1, �x∗
1 is the predicted surface point from

�x∗
0 along the tangent direction of fold curve on the surface (Eq. (6))

with step size h2. Step 3 is to correct �x∗
1 back to the fold curve (Eq.

(6)). Step 4 is to check whether �x∗
2 is an extreme point along the y, z

directions. In step 5, condition (� 1) is used to determine if the step
size h2 is acceptable through checking whether the angle between
the normal directions at �x∗

0 and �x∗
2 is small enough, otherwise restart

the prediction and correction from �x∗
0 with a smaller step size; ı is

a user-specified bound for cosine value of the angle. If the condi-
tion is not sufficient to decide the continuity in some cases, other
conditions can be added, such as continuity of higher order deriva-
tives. In our practical computation, condition (� 1) is sufficient. In
the case that an extreme point along the y or z direction exists

between �x∗

0 and �x∗
2, condition (� 2) is used to detect it. In step 6, if

line segment between �x∗
0 and �x∗

2 crosses one of the planes in Eq.
(7), then the intersect point �x∗

3 is the final traced surface extreme
point we  want to connect to. In step 7, �x∗

0 is replaced by �x∗
2 and step
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Table  1
Description of molecules in the PQR benchmark.

Molecule
(name or PDB
code)

Number
of atoms

Description

FAS2 906 fasciculin2, a peptide inhibitor of AChE
AChE monomer 8280 mouse acetylcholinesterase monomer
AChE tetramer 36638 the structure of AChE tetramer, taken from

[33]
30S ribosome 88431 30S ribosome, the PDB code is 1FJF
70S ribosome 165337 obtained from

70S ribosome3.7A model140.pdb.gz on
http://rna.ucsc.edu/rnacenter/ribosome
downloads.html

3K1Q 203135 PDB code, a backbone model of an
aquareovirus virion

2X9XX 510727 a complex structure of the 70S ribosome
bound to release factor 2 and a substrate
analog, which has 4 split PDB entries:
2X9R, 2X9S, 2X9T, and 2X9U [34]
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Fig. 4. Examples of tunnel structures smaller than grid space found by the new
version of TMSmesh. Each row is a same local surface structure seen from different
angles of view. The black curves are close loops formed by connected intersection
points of the surface and blue lines parallel to x-axis. The red ones are fold curves
traced by Algorithm 1. These red curves divide the surface into single-valued pieces
along x, y, z directions. The green curves are close loops formed by extreme points
connected by the trace steps on the corresponding plane. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web  version of
1K4R 1082160 PDB code, the envelope protein of the
dengue virus [35]

 is repeated to trace the next connected point on the fold curve
Eq. (6)). Algorithm 1 is repeated until all points in the extreme
oints list are connected. These extreme points include those found
hrough our previous method and the additional extreme points on
old curves found by the Algorithm 1.

Fig. 3 shows an example of connecting extreme points �x∗
0 and

∗
3 that locate in the plane (Eq. (4))  and the fold curve (Eq. (6)). In
ig. 3, �pi, i = 1, · · ·, 8 are surface points on the four adjacent blue
ines parallel to x-axis. �pi, i = 1, · · ·, 8 and extreme points �x∗

0, �x∗
3, �x∗

5,
∗
6 are vertices of the close loop connected by previous algorithms
n TMSmesh [1].  The surface bounded by this close loop is not single
alued either along x or y direction, since the surface folds at the
ed curves. The red curve connecting �x∗

0, �x∗
4 and �x∗

3 is a fold curve on
he surface satisfying �x(�x) = 0. The red curve connecting �x∗

5, �x∗
4 and

∗
6 is a fold curve on the surface satisfying �y(�x) = 0. These two fold
urves divide the surface bounded by the black close loop into four
ingle valued polygons along x, y-directions: �p1 − �p2 − �x∗

0 − �x∗
4 − �x∗

6,
�7 − �p8 − �x∗

6 − �x∗
4 − �x∗

3, �p4 − �p3 − �x∗
0 − �x∗

4 − �x∗
5, �p5 − �p6 − �x∗

3 − �x∗
4 − �x∗

5.
he original patch bounded by the black close loop is triangu-
ated poorly, with flat elements that deviate dramatically from the
nderlying isosurface, and that with the aid of the fold curves the
eometry of the patch is better defined. �x∗

1 is the predicted point
long the tangent direction of extreme point curve from �x∗

0, �x∗
2 is the

orrected surface extreme point from �x∗
1. �x∗

4 is the surface extreme
oint with �x(�x∗

4) = 0 and �y(�x∗
4) = 0, it can be found by the con-

ition (� 2) in Algorithm 1 during the trace process along the fold
urves.

Algorithm 1 indicates that the connected extreme points on the
old curves can be located through trace step from initial extreme
oint, and the location of the initial extreme point is the only one
ondition to initialize the trace process. For this reason, the surface
old structure smaller than grid space will not be missed unless
o initial extreme point on the fold structure is detected in the
revious method. Fig. 4 shows some examples of tunnel structures
maller than grid space are found by the current method on the
urface of 3K1Q molecule (see Table 1).

. Results

Because MSMS is a typical and widely used tool for surface
eshing in molecular modelling, in this section, the qualities of

eshes generated by the old and the new versions of TMSmesh

re compared to those of MSMS.  It is worth making a note here
hat MSMS operates on SES and TMSmesh on a Gaussian surface.
o make a reasonable comparison with MSMS,  grid spaces of 1.0
the article.)

and 0.7 Å are chosen for TMSmesh to approximate the surface
vertex densities 1/Å2 and 2/Å2 used in MSMS  mesh generation,
respectively. The probe radius in MSMS  is set to be 1.2Å. All compu-
tations run on Dell Precision T7500 with Intel® Xeon® CPU 3.3 GHz
and 48 GB memory under 64 bit Linux system. Firstly, we check
whether the meshes produced by TMSmesh and MSMS  are trian-
gulated manifolds. Following are three necessary conditions for a
mesh to be a manifold mesh.

a) The first is that each edge should be shared and only be shared
by two  faces (a face denotes an element patch) of the mesh.

b) The second is that each vertex should have and only have one
neighborhood node loop. Neighborhood node of a vertex is a node
connecting the vertex through an edge. For instance, in Fig. 1 (a),
points a, b, c, d, e are neighborhood nodes of vertex o, and loop
a − b − c − d − e is the neighborhood loop of vertex o. Clearly, in
Fig. 1(c) and (f) are two examples in which the vertex o has more
than one neighborhood loops.

c) The third is that the mesh has no intersecting face pairs.
For a triangular mesh, each triangle is a face. Table 2 shows the

number of non-manifold defects and number of intersecting tri-
angle pairs in the meshes produced by MSMS  and the old and new
versions of TMSmesh. The meshing softwares are run on the molec-
ular PQR files (PDB +atomic charges and radii information). For tests
of the mesh tool in this work, we  use our previous PQR  benchmark
(see Table 1) that can be found and is downloadable at our web
page http://lsec.cc.ac.cn/lubz/Meshing.html.

It is shown in Table 2 that TMSmesh is a robust tool for meshing

the Gaussian surface for large biomolecules. The meshes produced
by the new version of TMSmesh all satisfy the above three nec-
essary conditions for a manifold mesh, while the meshes of large

http://rna.ucsc.edu/rnacenter/ribosome_downloads.html
http://rna.ucsc.edu/rnacenter/ribosome_downloads.html
http://lsec.cc.ac.cn/lubz/Meshing.html
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Table 2
Number of non-manifold errors in meshes produced by TMSmesh and MSMS.a

Molecule Number of atoms Number of non-manifold defectsb Number of intersecting triangle pairs

TMSmesh MSMS  TMSmesh MSMS

Old New Old New

FAS2 906 0 0 0 0 0 0
0  0 0 0 0 0

AChE  monomer 8280 0 0 0 0 0 52
0 0 0 0 0 27

AChE  tetramer 36638 0 0 20 35 0 534
0 0 7 10 0 1203

30S  ribosome 88431 19 0 0 65 0 1820
2  0 2 0 0 3858

70S  ribosome 165337 30 0 25 406 0 4560
17 0 Fail 281 0 –

3K1Q 203135 8 0 0 105 0 1721
7 0 Fail 149 0 –

2X9XX 510727 44 0 Fail 852 0 –
16  0 Fail 433 0 –

1K4R 1082160 6 0 Fail 463 0 –
54  0 Fail 788 0 –
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a The data in the first and second row for each molecule are corresponding to den
b Number of vertices whose neighborhood does not satisfy aforementioned nece

olecules produced by the old version of TMSmesh and MSMS  do
ot.

Table 3 shows the CPU timings of the old and the new versions
f TMSmesh and MSMS  for the entire PQR benchmark set, and the
umber of vertices of each mesh is also listed. It is shown that
he numbers of vertices produced by the new version of TMSmesh
re more than those produced by the old version at the same grid
pacing, because the new version of TMSmesh samples the fold
urves while the old version does not. The discrepancies between
he numbers of verities of TMSmesh mesh and MSMS  mesh are due
o different definitions of molecular surface and different mesh-
ng methods used in the two programs. Meanwhile the CPU time
equired to run the new version of TMSmesh is much more than
hat to run the old version of TMSmesh. The reasons are as follows.
irst, each step of tracing along the fold curves costs much more
han tracing on the surface. In Algorithm 1, both the first and second
rder directives need to be computed at each predictor-corrector

tep, while the trace step on the surface only need compute the first
rder directives. And in step 3 of Algorithm 1, the required number
f Newton iterations is much more than that of Newton iterations in
racing step on surface, as both �x(�x) and �(�x) − t0 are required to be

able 3
PU time comparison and number of vertices of the meshes generated by TMSmesh and 

Molecule Number of atoms Number of vertices 

TMSmesh 

Old New

FAS2 906 2484 517
4082 830

AChE  monomer 8280 11704 245
22538 392

AChE  tetramer 36638 46178 954
87654 152

30S  ribosome 88431 133957 274
256072 439

70S  ribosome 165337 336497 698
640720 111

3K1Q  203135 246502 509
470743 812

2X9XX 510727 762461 158
1450535 252

1K4R 1082160 1600336 332
3048432 529

a The data in the first and second row for each molecule are corresponding to densities
 1 vertex/Å2 and 2 vertex/Å2, respectively.
onditions a), b) for a manifold mesh (see the text in Section 3).

sufficiently small simultaneously, while �(�x) − t0 is the only term
required to be zero in the Newton iterations in tracing step on the
surface. The trace step along fold curves (Algorithm 1) is employed
intensively in the new version of TMSmesh. Therefore, a much
expensive CPU time is required additionally by the new version
of TMSmesh in the trace steps along the fold curves. Secondly, due
to inclusion of additional nodes traced on the fold curves, the mesh
has more vertices than that generated by the old version TMSmesh,
hence needs more CPU time in the polygonization and triangulation
steps. TMSmesh is expected to be speeded up by further tuning the
code, and by using an adaptive box structure, parallel computing,
and more sophisticated predictor-corrector algorithm.

To verify that the meshes produced by the new version of
TMSmesh preserve the topology of a molecular surface, for two
medium sized molecules, AChE monomer and AChE tetramer, the
Euler characteristics are calculated for meshes produced by the
new and old versions of TMSmesh and MSMS  with different vertex

˚ 2 ˚ 2
densities from 1/A to 10/A . Fig. 5 indicates that the Euler char-
acteristic of the meshes produced by the new version of TMSmesh
converges more smoothly than those of meshes produced by MSMS
and the old version of TMSmesh when the vertex density increases.

MSMS.a

CPU time(s)

MSMS  TMSmesh MSMS

 Old New

0 3599 1.3 8 0.1
9 6766 1.8 10 0.1
56 38689 12 65 0.6
89 55343 19 75 0.8
33 141810 40 280 5.9
035 204132 62 325 7.9
297 372557 92 901 16.2
020 555342 151 1400 19.1
055 901122 180 1523 46.2
1399 Fail 283 1702 –
390 753022 226 1800 51.5
774 Fail 359 2160 –
5434 Fail 577 6012 –
1233 Fail 970 7203 –
5975 Fail 1260 9120 –
8234 Fail 2080 16132 –

 1 vertex/Å2 and 2 vertex/Å2, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Euler characteristics of surface meshes with different vertex densities for
AChE monomer (left) and AChE tetramer (right) generated by MSMS  (in blue color),
the  old version of TMSmesh (in black color) and the new version of TMSmesh (in red
c
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Fig. 6. (a) Shows surface mesh for ion channel connexin generated by TMSmesh.
(b) Shows a cross section of surface mesh of the ion channel. The inside face of the
surface is colored in red. The outside face is colored in blue. (c) Shows a cross section
of the corresponding surface conforming volume mesh generated by TetGen [31].
olor). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
s  referred to the web version of the article.)

his is reasonable because the mesh converges to the implicitly
efined Gaussian surface with the increasing of the resolution and
he new version of TMSmesh can find the structure smaller than
he grid space through tracing the fold curves. Non-manifold errors
n meshes produced by MSMS  also cause the unstableness of the
uler characteristic when the vertex density increases. There are
ome discrepancies between the Euler characteristics calculated
ith TMmesh and MSMS  meshes, which is due to the different
efinitions of molecular surface used in the mesh tools.

For the considerable large molecule such as 3K1Q (see Table 1),
he surface meshes generated by the improved version of TMSmesh
an be used to generate surface conforming volume mesh by vol-
me meshing software TetGen [31] directly. However the meshes
roduced by MSMS  and the old version of TMSmesh can not.

inally, we show a generated mesh of an ion channel protein,
onnexin. Connexin is an open hexametric channel that has a wide
ange of biological implications [32]. The pqr structure used in this

The  body of protein is in red.
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alculation has total 1296 residues and 19,884 atoms. A surface
riangular mesh and a volume mesh conforming the surface mesh
re shown in Fig. 6. The channel pore is clearly represented in
he surface mesh, and its detailed topology is correctly preserved,
hich is crucially important for channel permeation studies.

. Conclusion

We have described an improved version of TMSmesh for mesh-
ng Gaussian molecular surface. The new meshing method divides
he Gaussian surface into single valued pieces along each of x, y, z
irections by tracing the extreme points along the fold curves on
he surface. The new version of TMSmesh is shown as a robust tool
or meshing Gaussian surface for large biomolecules and the pro-
uced meshes are manifold without intersections. Moreover, the
esh can be directly used (without modifications/corrections etc.)

o generate corresponding surface conforming volume meshes.
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